Scientific Proof of the Presence of the “God Field” Confirmed by CERN

In what could have been a Declaration of Global Energy Independence on July 4th, 2012, CERN Research of Switzerland announced the discovery of the “Higgs” boson, also known as the “God particle”. The real story is that an international group of scientists confirmed the existence of an All-Pervading Field of incalculable energy, which precedes and is the source of all mass.

The way the announcement was made by CERN left the impression that scientists had merely discovered yet another “particle”, another tiny piece of existence, which has little or no apparent relevance to any of our lives.

I wanted to shout; “It’s the Field! Tell the whole world about THE FIELD. The Field is the Context. The “particle” is just a moment, a by-product of the Field. There is no “God particle” separate from the “God Field”.

Some of us have been pointing out the existence of this All-Pervading Field for a very long time. We have even provided various forms of experimental physical proof of its reality going back to Nikola Tesla over a hundred years ago. Tesla referred to this Field as “cosmic energy” and drove an automobile powered by it. Heisenberg referred to it as the, “zero-point quantum vacuum fluctuation background field” aka, the “zero-point field”.

Renaming this Field the “Higgs field” is really an attempt at rebranding by certain members of the scientific community. It is a strange egoic form of verbal idolatry. However, a change in nomenclature does not alter the fact that a small group of researchers have for over a century tried to expose the fact that we are always in the midst of this Field which is the source of unfathomable power and which is in fact our own Source and Substance.

Mass is not the source of energy; Energy is the source of mass.

It is in the midst of this Field of boundless energy that a vast spectrum of transitional states between quantum vacuum zero-spin space and quantum vacuum spin space arise in every moment. Spin can be induced in “empty” Space. Every atom and molecule, every boson, every fermion, every hadron, every quark, every sub-particle of a sub-particle, is being the dynamic modification of this All-Pervading Space.

There is this Presence, which is Infinitely Present Everywhere. Most of us have felt this Presence without any technology whatsoever. That is why the acknowledgement of the reality the Boundless Field of Infinite Space is really important news.

Now it all gets down to how we relate to Space. I mean this quite literally. The way that we relate to Space will determine what kind of future, if any, our species will have.

We could relate to Space as if we are separate from “It”. We could choose to feel like abandoned children, dis-integrated from our own Basic Nature. We could choose to relate to each other as totally separate “realities”. We
could endlessly wage wars to secure the ever-diminishing stocks of fossil fuels, which were made obsolete by Tesla over a century ago. We could poison present and future generations of all species with “safe” nuclear technologies.

On the other hand we could relate to Space as the Source and the Substance of everything that appears. We could relate to Space itself as an Infinite resource from which we can learn to draw unlimited power. Instead of feeling separate and alone we could feel at one with our own Nature and with our fellow beings.

**Which do you choose?**

Our planet and all species have been subjected for long enough, to a world industrial system dominated by dissipative technologies, born of truly primitive subjective interpretations of “reality”. Our subjugation to the tyranny of these technologies has led to utter environmental degradation and the destabilization of the climatological and geophysical integrity of our entire planet.

**The simple truth is this. There is this Presence, this Space, this Field, which is incalculably greater than mere physicality.**

It is possible to induce spin in zero-spin Space such that the potential of Space forms transitional moments which “decay” into the vortical/torroidal expressions of energy we call “particles” aka mass. I know for a fact that many experiments have been carried out and many prototype technologies have been made in several countries that demonstrate the Presence of this Field with relatively simple means. No one really needs a twenty billion-dollar particle accelerator project to access this ever-present resource.

The official acknowledgement of the Presence of this Field ultimately signals the possibility of our emergence beyond an economy of mere consumption and parasitism. We can rise up from this difficult time into a period of unprecedented abundance for all the peoples of Earth.

I could cite many different zero-point quantum vacuum energy based technologies that I have personally had hands-on experience with. Instead, let me speak to experiments carried out at Los Alamos National Laboratories, which provide an amazing contrast to the super-sized scale experiments at CERN.

**Dr. Victor Klimov**, a Russian ex-pat scientist and **Los Alamos National Laboratories** Fellow, demonstrated that a solar cell he invented produced two electrons instead of one per every photovoltaic event. Through a process, which he calls **“Multiple Exciton Generation”** (MEG) Klimov et al. demonstrated that it is possible to tap into the background field and bring back two electrons instead of one. The only place the extra electron could have come from is “Vacuum Space”.

Nineteen major laboratories throughout the world have duplicated this experiment. **The United States National Renewable Energy Laboratory** in Golden Colorado confirmed this technology is real, including the fact that it each “extra” electron is derived from “vacuum space”.

Considering that this technology taps into the All-Pervading Field for far less money and far fewer resources than the CERN experiments and that it produces practical, usable, electric power one would think this should be big
news. Instead when Klimov’s results were announced in 2006 the story was stonewalled by the corporate news media.

It is my testimony that wherever we are there is the Presence of unfathomable energy. This energy can be tapped into to power all of our needs. We can transcend the politics of scarcity. We can emerge beyond this difficult moment of extreme climatological and geophysical crisis into a completely new and much better way of life, which acknowledges and utilizes that which is always already Present.

We can allow ourselves to feel this Presence right here and right now. We are seamlessly and perfectly related in this Presence. It is our very Nature.

The more we adjust to the reality of this Presence, the more the concept of the “other” will vanish from our feeling and the more we can all feel Wholeness that is beyond words. We can tap into our own ever-present Source and power the Earth with clean and abundant energy. We can make Peace and feel Peace even now.
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Founder's Note:

The whole world can feel a more intimate relationship to this Presence. Send it off to all of our networks across the Earth.
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